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Introduction. Let G c R n be an open set having non-empty 
boundary dG and let c^ be an arbitrary function on G such 
that 0 *£ cf (x)<dist(x, 3G), the distance of x from the bounda-
ry, A Borel measurable function g on G is said to have the re-
stricted mean value property with respect to balls, if for eve-
ry x€ G the mean value of g over the ball with centre x and 
radius <f(x) (i.e. the integral of g over the ball divided by 
its volume) is equal to g(x). A function g with the described 
property is sometimes called cf'-harmonic function on G. Hot so 
frequent is the study of cT-harmonicity with respect to sphe-
res where the mean value may be interpreted as the integral 
with respect to harmonic measure, nevertheless this serves to 
us as a starting point for our generalization of the problem. 
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A quite natural generalization in the context of a har-
monic space X may be formulated as follows: For every x from 
an open set GcX fix a measure ?>x such that for every func-
tion he3£(G), the set of harmonic functions on G, we have 
ч>
x
(h) « f hd »
x
 - h(x). 
Now the problem consists of finding conditions involving G, g 
and the choice of measures V
x
 which imply g e 36(G) provided 
^
x
(g) * g(x) for every x c G . A lot of results is known for 
the classical case and various conditions imposed on G, g and 
cf which give the validity of 
g is cT-harmonic -=-*-> g e3€(G) 
were studied (see, e*g, t5]fI12J,L4l; a survey article t9l con-
tains 81 references concerning the problem). As far as we know 
in the frame of an axiomatics such a problem has not been stu-
died. Our approach to it is closely connected with the Dirich-
let problem and avoids probabilistic methods which occurred 
to be very efficient in the classical case. Its origin goes 
back to Lebesgue CTJ (this influenced our terminology). Other 
comments may be found at the end of the article, 
!• Notation* Let X be a J)2-harmonic space with countab-
le base in the sense of [33*. In what follows, GcX is a fixed 
open set for which3G+0 For a set McX, the symbol ^(M) 
stands for the set of continuous functions on M while J3(M) 
denotes the set of Borel measurable functions on M. The set 
of functions from *itf(X) having compact support is denoted by 
^ ( X ) and 53-3(M) is the subset of J3(M) consisting of bound-
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ed functions* 
For an open relatively compact GcX let us denote by 
S(G) m S the cone of lower semicontinuous functions (l.s.c,,) 
on S*which are extensions of superharaonic functions on G. For 
every x | 6 choose a representing measure oc.x with respect to 
S, 1, e, a measure oCx such that 
(1) seS =>oCx(s)4s(x). 
Redefining fax -a function sc S the value s(x) for an x e <-*G in 
such a way that s(x)<s(y) for all ycG vix! we can easily show 
cC m e (the Dirac measure); hence at «• € for all x c 3G-
Uow we can put for f e J3v(G) 
(2) Af(x):» ocx(f) 
where we identify A with the collection ^ I 1 I € Q ' » Since most-
ly the choice of <C together with (2) does not determine a 
"good operator" A, we must he a bit careful: Af - f means only 
that f is oGx-integrable for all x and 
(3) o6x(f) . f(x). 
If (2) determines an operator acting on the space ^(G) or 
•53^(G), we shall call A "continuous" or "Borel" operator, res-
pectively* Our first aim will be to find sufficient conditions 
for the validity of 
(4) Af « f =-->flG eSfe(G), 
here f|G means the restriction of f on G. Then we shall use it 
in connection with the restricted mean value property. 
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2 » Lebeague s operators4 Let G be a re la t ive ly compact 
open se t . For A * -t<=tx$xeg suppose (1) and 
(5) ^ x + ^x f ° r a 1 1 x € G . 
In what follows we shall need a variant of the minimum prin-
ciple s 
If SA is the set of l.s,c. functions s on the compact 
set G for which As~s, then for every s eS A we have 
(6) s |dG£0 « * s > 0 . 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a function eeS, such 
that s(x)<0 for an x e G and s I 3G>0. If p >0 is a continu-
ous potential on X, put f « s, g • plG in Lemma 2 ([3], p. 26) 
to obtain a contradiction with (5). By a Lebesgue'a operator 
A m *i°c'x^x€Q (shortly: L-operator) we understand a continuous 
operator defined by (2) provided (1) and (5) hold. Denote by 
o£n the measure determined for all x and n with the help of 
the equality 
(7) oCn(f).= Anf(x), f e f ( G ) 
(here A0 is the identity operator and An * A*A n~ , n » 1,2, 
..-, where * stands for the composition of operators) and by 
<t> the harmonic measure corresponding to G and x* 
3» -Proposition . . Let GcX be an open relatively compact 
set and A » *$•<-£ x$x6<| b« an L-operator* If ̂
n are defined by 
(7), then for every f <= ̂ (G) 
(8) c*GxU) — > ^ x ( f ) , x e G 
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as n — > oo (i.e. otx — > ra-x weakly) and the convergence in 
(8) is uniform with respect to x on compact subsets of G. 
Proof, Since the differences of continuous potentials 
are uniformly dense in ^ C(X) (cf.[33» Th. 2.3.1), we rest-
rict ourselves to the case of f e ^(G) and f|G superharmonic. 
Then we have 
f-^- Af^f, f2s. Af-^f-,,..,. 
and ifni i» lower bounded. Put u -» lim fn- It is easily seen 
that v(x):« ^ x(f) = u(x), x € G and Au « u. 
If s is an upper function for f I 8G, we extend the dif-
ference (s-u) by lim inf from G onto G. Then s-ueSA and by 
(6) we have u==s.. Consequently u » v. The rest follows from 
the Dini's theorem (cf. L133, Th-6). 
4» Corollary, Let QcX be an open relatively compact set. 
Suppose that for a Borel operator A ** ^ ^ J I X € Q there is an L-
operator B - i P x* x & £T *
or w & i c h 
(9) seS =-> ̂ ( s ) ^ (lx(a), xeG. 
Then (8) is valid for every f e <£(£)» 
Indeed, it is easily seen that for every seS we have 
^x(s)^oC/x(s) ̂ fix(s) — > ^ ( s ) and hence the statement is 
an easy consequence of (9), In connection with the Dirichlet 
problem both previous assertions offer the solution as a li-
mit of a sequence of functions. More precisely, if f e ̂ (G) 
is an extension of the boundary condition in the Dirichlet 
problem and A is as above, then Anf is convergent on G to the 
solution of the problem (see C131), 
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How we shall turn to the restricted mean value property. 
We shall suppose 
(10) spt oCxc G for all x eG; 
this assumption is quite natural with regard to the classic-
al case we discussed in the introduction. The same may he 
said on the definition: 
If GcX is open and A » ^°°x^xeQ is a collection of me-
asures having compact support and satisfying (1),(5) and (10), 
then a locally bounded f € 55(G) is said to he A-harmonic on G 
provided (3) holds for every xeG. 
5» Proposition. Suppose that GcX is an open relatively 
compact set and A * ^^x^xeG is a B°*«l operator (i„e, Ag e. 
e # b(G) whenever ge ^ ( G ) ) for which there is an L-operator 
B « *f* x? x e£ such that (9) is valid. If f e 3b(G) and f is 
(Ccx - almost everywhere continuous on W for every xeG, then 
from A-harmonicity of f follows flG € ^ ( G ) , 
This is a consequence of Cor., 4, namely the weak conver-
gence oCx — > {<uu , which we established there and from which 
it follows for f 
f(x) « <x£(f) - ^ ( f ) , xeG. 
(See til, Th. 4.5.1.) 
The condition (9) shows that for every x €G the corres-
ponding oCj. is balayed fS with respect to the cone S# Rough-
ly speaking, A-harmonicity implies harmonicity if A is a Borel 
operator (on J3^(G)) which is a "pointwise balayed L-operator". 
It seems a bit inconvenient to work with an f defined on 
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G sinoe the result is naturally connected with its values on 
G * This is removed by the next theorem. 
6* theorem, Let Gc I "be an open relatively compact set • 
Suppose that f e #b(G) is an A-harmonic function on G with 
respect to the Borel operator A *- {c6 xl I 6 G» Moreover, suppo-
se that (i) there is an L-operator B « ^ x * X e G
 a n d ^ holds, 
(ii) there is a Borel set N^c 3G such that 
(11) 11m f(x) 
is finite for every y € 3 G \ H f and (iii) the set Nf is negli-
gible in the sense that 
(12) ^x^V ~ ° for every *6G' 
Then f is a bounded harmonic function on G« 
Proof. Gonsider the weak convergence oCx — > (U, in (8) for 
a fixed xeG. Recall that by (10) sptot^cG while for the har-
monic measure we have spt ^ c B G . Put P = GNN^, »cxlP =* oC , 
(t̂ xlP » 2T • It is easily seen that the function f extended from 
G on P by limits (11) is a Borel measurable function which is y -
almost everywhere continuous on P« It remains to prove &n—> ^T 
weakly and again to apply Th. 4-5.1 in Li], where also equi-
valent conditions for the weak convergence of measures may be 
found* For any Vc P open there is an open V'c G such that 
V'n P * V. Since we know (8), we can easily prove 
lira inf oC AV) 2: x(v) *--d the required weak convergence will 
n, ~^> co n ° 
be established. Indeed, lim inf °cn(V) « lim inf <^X(V) • 
* lim inf ocj(v') £ <^X(V) - <<->x(V) « T(V), and hence cc n -> 
—y <%> i s proved. 
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Let us remark that it is not obvious whether (12) is e-
quivalent with v(Nf) » 0 for a measure P • But it is the 
case if we choose a countable dense subset { i j n e B l c G and 
put i> « .2.2~n ^ x .Since there is a continuous potential p > 0 
n 
on X, it is easily seen that the measures (u, are uniformly 
n 
bounded and hence i> is a finite measure. How, if (12) holds, 
i>CHf) m 0 is obvious* On the other hand, if V(M) » 0 for an 
M c 3G, then <t*x (M) « 0 for every n<sH. Since ("X(M) is - as 
n 
a function of x on G - harmonic and therefore continuous on G, 
it is equal 0 everywhere and (12) is valid. 
To find a connection of the theorem to the results known 
in the classical case, we shall at first examine collections 
A of wtypical" oCx* If Vx is a neighbourhood of x6 G such 
that V x c G is compact, then a good candidate for such an ocx 
CV 
is £ (the harmonic measure corresponding to the set V at 
x). Since the support of the measure is compact, every 
f e ̂ ( G ) will be o&x-integrable. In what follows, U, V (some-
times with primes or indexes) will stand for open relatively 
compact subsets of G, Let us fix a metric <t> on X compatible 
with its topology and Introduce 
eŝ u.v) - £(u,v) + f(3u, av), 
where a> is the Hausdorff metric on the system of compact sub-
sets of X, It is easily seen that 0 is a metric on the set 
of open relatively compact subsets of G. Moreover, if e :> 0 
is given and for a U we put 
V' mixeVi dist(x,CU) > e l , V" - { xe G;dist(x,U) -* e $ ? 
then V'c UcV" and for every V, ^ ( U . V ) ^ e we have 
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V c VcV". For a technical reason let us put 
oc(U,x,f):-/f de^0 
f or x € U, fc G and f € >Bb(G). 
?• Proposition. Let GcX be an open set. Suppose that the 
mapping CJ :x —> Vx, x e G has the following properties ; 
(i) V is a neighbourhood of x such that V^ § is com-
CV CV 
pact ana £ x •
 e
x t 
(ii) co is continuous (w. r. t. (p - Gf ). 
Then, for every f c <£(G), the function 
Af(x);» oc(Vx,x,f), x € G 
is continuous (here ac(V ,x,•) denotes a measure previously 
denoted by cc )• 
Remark. The equality of measures in (i) implies certain 
continuity: put V * Vx and choose Un, u£ in such a way that 
u"n**V, U ^ V , Then it follows from Pr. 7,2,4 in L31 that 
CV cv CV' c^ 
1 u — > e v » e v "~̂  ev f o r every y £V and hence our as-y y y y 
sumption implies that both limits coincide for y * x . (The 
condition is fulfilled if the set of points of 8V in which 
CV is thin is "small"; cf. LlO], Th. 1«) 
Proof• Let us prove the continuity of Af at arbitrarily 
chosen x« G. For such a fixed x choose U, V ctfcUc G. HOW if 
tf(Vx,V ) is sufficiently small, then V c U and hence the va-
lues Af (y) depend only on values of f on the set If. Prom this 
it follows with the help of approximation theorem Th, 2, 3. 1 
in C 33 that it is enough to prove the continuity of Ap at x 
for any potential p on X. 
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The assumption (i) implies (see the remark above) the exis-
tence of neighbourhoods U, u' of x such that UcV xcV xcU', 
for which the difference of estimates of oG(Vx,x,p) in 
oC(U',x,p) <£ oc(Vx,x,p) £ o6(U,x,p) 
is arbitrarily small. Por #(VX,V ) small enough we have 
UcV c u' and the analogous estimate together with the conti-
nuity of co gives 
(13) lo6(Vx,x,p) - o6(Vy,x,p)|~>0 
as <p(x,y) — > 0. It is easily seen that for all y sufficient-
ly close to x we have UcV and hence the functions <*(V ,*,p) 
y .y 
are harmonic on U. Moreover, these functions are uniformly boun-
ded for all y from a neighbourhood of x, This implies by Th. 
11.1,1 in f.3J the ecuicontinuity of all these functions on a 
neighbourhood of z, How from (13), the equicontinuity and the 
estimate 
lAp(x) - Ap(y)| * JoG(Vx,x,p) - oc(Vy,x,p)| + 
+ / oo(Vyfx,p) - oc(Vy,y,p)l 
we shall easily obtain the required continuity of Ap at x. 
In the case of classical harmonic functions the mean va-
lue over M ball can be interpreted as an "infinite combinationw 
of harmonic measures corresponding to smaller balls with the 
same centre. In what follows, we shall study A-harmonlcity for 
A » ^ j l X 6 g with measures oCx of a similar type. 
8* iSSSS- 1** B be an open subset of a metric space. Let 
us suppose: 
(*) it^ixeJ)} is a set of positive decreasing and uni-
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formly hounded functions defined on -0,dJ, d>0; 
(ii) for any x £ D and s,t,t'e C0,d3, t<s<t', there is 
a neighbourhood U(x) of x in D suoh that the inequality 
(14) fx(t)2fy(t)2fx(t'> 
holds for every y6U(x), 
(iii) g is a continuous strictly increasing function on 
LO,d], g(0) » 0. 
Then the average 
*c 





is a continuous function (w. r. t. the usual product topology) 
of (x,c) on D*3 0,dC • 
Proof. Clearly, c H>(Z(f
x
,g,c) is a continuous function 
on ]0,dL for any xe D. It is easily seen that it is also decre­
asing* For a fixed c€-l0fd£ the continuity of x h-»& (fx,g,c) 
follows from the approximation of the integral in (15) by an 
integral sum combined with the property (14)* Indeed, for P * 
-E CO « t < t~, <... < tk » c} and a^e J ti--,,tir we can choose a 
neighbourhood U(x) of x much that fj-Ct^^^)* fy(si)^fx(ti) 
holds for all yeU(x). Now the expression 
lJ,fx(ti)t6(ti) - *<*<._!>] " J , V i )
 E g ( ti } " g(ti-l)31 
may be done arbitrarily small by the choice of P and si while 
both integral sums are close enough to the corresponding inte-
grals. (For details see the proof of L.ll in L13.1-) From the 
separate continuity in x and c and monotonicity in c it fol-
lows that &(fx,g,c) is continuous on DxJO,dC . 
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9* Proposition* Let GcX he an open s e t . Let us suppose 
t ha t 
i l : G x G - ^ R 1 , d:G —^R1 , g: CO, cot —> R1 
are positive continuous functions enjoying properties: 
(i) il (x,x) » 0 for every xeG, il(x,y)>0 for every x,ye 
e G, x + y; 
(ii) for every x € G, 0<c<d(x), the closure of the set 
( 1 6 ) Yx,c s s ^ y G G ; - Q - ( ^ » y ) < c ? 
is a compact subset of G and its distance (w.r. t. the metric ro 
fixed above) from CVX c* is strictly positive for every c<c'^ 
^d(x); 
(iii) g is a continuous strictly increasing function and 
g(0) « 0 
Then for every h e*£(G) 
(17) ah(x,c);« (g(c))"1 f oo(V +,x,h)dg(t) 
WQ -V» V 
defines a continuous function of (x,c) on the set ^(x,c); xeG, 
0< c<d(c)j. 
Proof, Fix a point (x,c) in the set and choose a neigh-
bourhood D of x and an interval ] a,b[ containing c in such a 
way that Vx ec G for all (y,e)c Dxla,bC-
Likewise in the proof of Pr. 7 it suffices to prove the 
continuity of £lp for every potential p. We shall show that in 
this case Pr. 9 follows easily from L.8. Indeed, the assumption 
(iii) implies that L,8(iii) holds for g on CO,bl. On the same 
interval, the functions f^tti—> o6(Vx ^»x,p), xeD, satisfy 
1.8<i). 
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If x e D and s,t,t#e Co,b3, t < s < t % then it follows from 
(ii) and the uniform continuity of H on compact subsets of 
GxG that there is a neighbourhood U(x) of x in D such that 
we have V, .cy cV T ,/ for every y€U(x). Now (14) is a con-
*t * y » B *t«» 
sequence of the monotonicity of the balayage. Since we have ve-
rified that all assumptions of L.8 are fulfilled, the proposi-
tion is proved. 
10* Corollary. Assume the same as in Pr* 9 and suppose 
that <Te £(G), 0 <: d"(x) <d(x) for every xeG . . Then 
(18) A1h(x):» Cth(x, cT(x)), xeG, 
where dh is defined by ( 1 7 ) , and 
(19) A2h(x):» ^(V x > £ r ( x ),x,h), xeG 
are Borel operators (on ^ ( G ) ) . If cT is moreover continuous, 
then k^h e <^(G) and A2h e J3^(G) whenever h e ^ b(G). 
Indeed, if h e ̂ ( G ) and cT ±a continuous, then Pr. 9 im-
plies that &h(x, cT(x)), x e G is continuous. Put g(t) « t, t^O. 
It is easily seen that 
A9h(x) « lim n (0.h(x, cT(x)) - dh(x, cT(x) - n*
1)) 
and hence Agh 6-Bfe(G). This gives the first part of the asser-
tion. 
Now we can give a more explicit description of a broad 
class of operators A which we met in connection with A-harmo-
nicity in Th. 6* More precisely, we shall show how to construct 
for the operators A-,, A2 from (18) and (19) a corresponding L-
operator B for which (9) holds provided "the values of the si-
ze function oT are not too smalln in G. The same will be shown 
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for an operator A from Pr. 7« 
H # theorem » Let 0 c X he an open r e l a t i v e l y coapaot s e t 
and |p the metr ic fixed above• 
(a) Assume* moreover, the sane on XL, d, g and cT as what 
was supposed i n Pr, 9 and Cor. 10- I f fo r every compact s e t 
CcG 
(20) inf 4cT(x) |XcC| » i c > 0 f 
then the operators A^9 A2 defined by (18) and (19) have all 
properties required in Th* 6% 
(b) Assume now the same ©n o> and V^ what was supposed in 
Pr. 7. If 
(21) cf(x) « di»t(x,CVx) 
fulfils the condition (20), then the operator A from Pr. 7 has 
all properties required in fh» 6. 
Proof* All what remains to prove is the existence of a 
corresponding operator B. In the first case (i.e.. (a)) choose 
compact sets Ck, \ ^
Q an-* fo** k « 1.2,... put iki« (k+1)" ic 
(cf. (20)). fhen choose fk € €C(X) in such a way that 0-£fk £ 
* h - *ktr
 fkCx> " *k - W on Gk •** %(x> * ° on cck+l* 
How denote by A the restriction of X fk on G; since A € ^ (G), 
0 < A(x) < oTtx), B can be defined by 
Bh(x):» ah(x, Ad)), x€G 
(and, formally, Bh(x) * h(x), x € d G) and every h€^(G). Ine-
quality (9) is a consequence of aonotomieity of &h(xtc) from 
(17) in the variable c. 
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In case of (b) the construction can he repeated with 
f!(x,y) » f(x,y), d(x) > dist(x,CG) and g(t) » t, t > 0 . 
Function cT is defined by (21). Inequality (9) now follows from 
the monoton!city of the balayage, 
12. Remarks and comments 
(1) Lebesgue in ill replaced essentially the Laplace equ-
ation in the Dirichlet problem by the equation Af » f with a 
"Lebesgue's operator" A* He obtained one of the first theorems 
on the restricted mean value property (cf, also £81). 
(2) Our results are a generalization of a theorem proved 
in the classical case in [11]; the authors use a probabilistic 
approach. Remark that in R the mean values of h w.r.t, balls 
can be obtained if we choose il(x,y) » £>(x,y), the Euclidean 
metric and g(t) • tn" , t?0; then (17) determines the mean va-
lue since in the case oc(Vz t,x,«) is the normalized surface me-
asure on the sphere dVx ^ • 
(3) For the generalization of the Lebesgue's approach to 
the Dirichlet problem in ill see tl3J. In the formula (20) in 
r , C Dt <®Ji*) 
[131 instead of £ x
 x should be e^ x -
(4) In our assertions we used mean values of a quite ge-
neral form but we admit only functions with a "good boundary 
behaviour a.e. on 3Gn. It would be interesting to know whether 
similar results can be obtained in the frame of an axiomatics 
for functions with more general boundary behaviour. 
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